Groups
Why Keepabl is the best
Privacy SaaS for Groups
From onboarding to offboarding,
we’ve got you covered

Easy Group Privacy
From onboarding to offboarding – how
to move your Group members onto a
uniform approach to managing, and
reporting on, Privacy?
We’ve got you covered:
ü 4 great ways to rapidly build the Data
Map for all your Group members
ü Each entity has its own Keepabl
account, easily manageable
ü Least privilege access on an account
basis makes onboarding, collaboration
and offboarding super simple
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Your Data Map
4 Ways to Turbocharge your personal data inventory
Your personal data inventory, the Data Map in Keepabl, is the
foundation of your Privacy Compliance. We’ve 4 ways to get you up
and running fast, no matter how big your Group.
1

One-Click Default Activities
Our most popular onboarding benefit: a curated set of 46 of the
most common processing activities such as Recruiting, Payroll
and Sales calls, already 40% completed for you.
One click and they’re in your account. Complete them, delete
them, copy them to create new ones … you’ll have an awesomelooking Data Map in no time.
And because Keepabl instantly creates and updates your key
GDPR records as you complete your Data Map, each Group
member will have their own instant:
•
•
•
•
•

Data Map,
Article 30 Records (Controller),
Article 30 Records (Processor),
Activity Register, and
Activity Analysis.

Don’t forget everything in Keepabl is downloadable so you can
share these offline as you’re used to.
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Upload Activities
Our much-requested Upload Activities* lets you complete your
Activities offline in an Excel sheet (we know some of you still like
working that way, no judgement… ) and then easily upload them
to your Data Map.
We provide a simple-to-use Excel Template, closely matched to
the Activities in Keepabl, so the upload will work first time!
* due for release in H1 2022
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The ‘Cookie Cutter’ approach
As part of our standard onboarding for Groups, we can copy
across the Data Map from one Group member into another
Group member’s account in Keepabl.
So you can work on getting one Data Map where you want it as a
template for your Group, let us know and we can copy that
across to your other Group members so they all start from the
same place, tailored to your Group’s activities.

4

Get your own Default Activities!
As an extra step, particularly for Groups expecting dynamic
membership, we can create a separate account for you to house
your very own Default Activities.
Then you can then drop into your Group members whenever
you wish. You can update your Default Activities whenever you
want. And it makes onboarding new members super simple.
The ultimate tailored approach.
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Uniform approach, rocketship insights
All Group members will have the same
approach to Privacy Compliance

Each entity will have an impressive Privacy
solution, with instant reports and KPIs

Keepabl’s Privacy Policy pack ensures uniform
practices across the Group

Save up to 70% of your ongoing time and costs
of Privacy compliance across the Group*
* See the case study from David Clarke, UK Privacy & Security
Consultant, on our website
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Tailored Access on an Account Basis
Least Privilege Access allows you to give exactly the access you want

You might be an Admin on one account but only a restricted
viewer on another

Give the Group Privacy Lead access to all accounts and
Member Leads access to theirs only

Unique Breach Buttons for non-Keepabl users to report
suspected breaches, email alerts to your central Security
team to react within the 72 hour deadline

Easily enable users on new members and exit
users on leaving members
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Membership Changes
Keepabl makes onboarding and offboarding Group
members a simple process

New members get:
•
•
•
•

an instant Data Map from from our (or your own)
Default Activities, upload, or the cookie cutter
approach,
instant Article 30 Records, KPIs and reporting
that fits with the rest of the Group,
a comprehensive Privacy Framework out of the
box, including breach reporting and
your comprehensive Privacy Policy Pack

Add existing colleagues to help or manage
new member’s accounts with the rights
appropriate for their role

Support leaving members’ valuation and
send them on their way with a world-class
Privacy Framework
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CONFIDENTIAL – EXTERNAL

Traction
‘will save my clients 50-70% of their
ongoing Privacy compliance over the
next 3 years’
David Clarke
Privacy & Security Consultant

across business verticals
Knowledge economy
Times Higher Education

Finance
Canaccord Genuity WM UK & Europe

Healthcare
St Giles Trust
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Let’s talk!
Contact us
+44(0)20 3870 2636
hello@keepabl.com

Or contact one of our
excellent Partners

